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ABSTRACT
The total version of geometric–arithmetic index of graphs is introduced based on the endvertex degrees of edges of their total graphs. In this paper, beside of computing the total GA
index for some graphs, its some properties especially lower and upper bounds are obtained.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

A single number that can be used to characterize some property of the graph of a molecule
is called a topological index for that graph. There are numerous topological descriptors that
have found some applications in theoretical chemistry, especially in QSPR/QSAR research
[7]. The oldest topological index which introduced by Harold Wiener in 1947 is ordinary
(vertex) version of Wiener index [9] which is the sum of all distances between vertices of a
graph. Also, the edge versions of Wiener index which were based on distance between
edges introduced by Iranmanesh et al. in 2008 [3].
One of the most important topological indices is the well-known branching index
introduced by Randić [6] which is defined as the sum of certain bond contributions
calculated from the vertex degree of the hydrogen suppressed molecular graphs.
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Motivated by the definition of Randić connectivity index based on the end-vertex degrees
of edges in a graph connected G with the vertex set V(G) and the edge set E (G ) [2,4],
Vukičević and Furtula [8] proposed a topological index named the geometric-arithmetic
index (shortly GA) as
GA (G ) 



2 d G (u )d G (v )

d G (u )  d G (v )
Where dG(u) denotes the degree of the vertex u in G. The reader can find more information
about geometric-arithmetic index in [1,8,10].
In [5], the edge version of geometric-arithmetic index introduced based on the endvertex degrees of edges in a line graph of G which is a graph such that each vertex of L(G)
represents an edge of G; and two vertices of L(G) are adjacent if and only if their
corresponding edges share a common endpoint in G, as follows
uv E (G )

GAe (G ) 



2 d L (G ) (e )d L (G ) (f )

d L (G ) (e )  d L (G ) (f )
where dL(G)(e) denotes the degree of the edge e in G.
ef E ( L (G ))

It is natural which we introduce the total version of geometric-arithmetic index
based on the end-vertex degrees of edges in a total graph of G which is a graph such that
the vertex set of T(G) corresponds to the vertices and edges of G and two vertices are
adjacent in T(G) if and only if their corresponding elements are either adjacent or incident
in G as follows:

GAt (G ) 



2 dT (G ) (x )dT (G ) ( y )

dT (G ) (x )  dT (G ) ( y )
where dT(G)(x) denotes the degree of the vertex x in T(G).
In this paper, we focus our attention to total version of GA index and its main
results including lower and upper bounds.
xy E (T (G ))

2.

PRIMARY RESULTS

Firstly, we compute the total GA index of some familiar graphs Pn, Sn, Kn, Km,n and Cn
which are the path, star, complete graph, complete bipartite graph and cycle, respectively.
Also, we compute it for TUC4C8(S) nanotubes. Before computing, we mention to the
relation between degree of vertices in graph G, Line graph L(G) and total graph T (G).
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a graph, uV(G) and e  vz  E(G). Then we have:
d T (G ) (e )  d L (G ) (e )  2  d G (v )  d G (z ) and d T (G ) (u )  2d G (u )
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Proof. Let G be a graph, uV(G) and e  vz  E(G). Since dL(G)(e)  dG(v)  dG(z)  2 and
e will be connected to v and z as vertices in T(G), it is clear that d T (G ) (e )  d L (G ) (e )  2 .
Also, Due to the definition of Total graph, we have dT(G)(u)2dG(u).

□

Conclusion 2.2. The total GA index of some familiar graphs Pn , S n , K n , K m , n and C n
are as follows:
1. GAt (Pn )  (4n  13) 
2. GAt (S n )  (n  1)(

140 2  240 3  84 6
105

2 n  1 n  2 2 2 n 2 2 n 2  2n



)
n
2
n 2
3n  2

n 
3. GAt (K n )  (n  1)  
2
4. GAt (K m ,n )  mn (

2 mn m  n  2 2 2n (m  n ) 2 2m (m  n )



)
m n
2
m  3n
3m  n

5. GAt (C n )  4n
Now, we compute the total GA index of TUC4 C8(S) nanotubes. In Figure 1, the
TUC4C8(S) nanotube is depicted.

Figure 1. Two dimensional lattice of TUC4C8(S) nanotube, p=4, q=4.
We denote the number of squares in one row of squares by p and the number of
rows of squares by q. For example see the Figure 1. We show the molecular graph of
TUC4C8(S) nanotube with TUC in following computation.
Conclusion 3.2. The total GA index of TUC nanotube is

GAt (TUC )  60 pq  54 p  8 p (

6 4 30 6 5


 1)
5
11
9
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Proof. Consider the TUC nanotube. The number of edges of graph TUC line graph L(TUC)
and total graph T(TUC) are 12pq2p , 24pq8p and 60pq 14p, respectively. If we consider
to the edges of TUC in T(TUC), there exist 4p edges with endpoints which have degrees 4
and 6, 2p edges with endpoints which have degrees 4 and 4 and 12pq8p edges with
endpoints which have degree 6.
If we consider to the edges of L(TUC) in T(TUC), there exist 8p edges with
endpoints which have degrees 5 and 6, 4p edges with endpoints which have degrees 4 and 5
and 24pq20p edges with endpoints which have degree 6.
If we consider to the edges of T(TUC) that are not the edges of TUC and L(TUC)
, there exist 8p edges with endpoints which have degrees 4 and 4, 8p edges with endpoints
which have degrees 4 and 5, 8p edges with endpoints which have degrees 6 and 5 and
24pq28p edges with endpoints which have degree 6. Therefore, the desire result can be
obtained.
□

3.

BOUNDS FOR TOTAL GA INDEX

In following, we will find some bounds for total GA index.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and m edges. Therefore, we
have


2
GAt (G )    d G (u )   m
 uV ( G )

where d G (u ) is the degree of vertex u  V (G ) .
Proof. Consider a connected graph G with n vertices and m edges. Due to the fact that the
geometric mean is less than or equal to the arithmetic mean, we have for total GA index of
graph G,
GAt (G )  E (T (G ))  E (G )  E ( L(G ))  E (T (G )) \ E (G )  E ( L(G )) 





2
2
m     d G (u )   m   2m    d G (u )   m.
 uV (G )


 uV ( G )




□
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a simple graph with n vertices and m edges, then
 n
0  GAt (G )   (n  1)
 2
Lower bound is achieved if and only if G is an empty graph, and upper bound is achieved if
and only if G is a complete graph.
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Proof. Since

2 dT (G ) ( x ) dT (G ) ( y )
dT (G ) ( x )  d T (G ) ( xy )
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is positive for each edge of total graph of G. Then,

GAt (G )  0 and if G is empty, GAt (G )  0 . Also, Due to the fact that the geometric mean
is less than or equal to the arithmetic mean, we have
n
GAt (G )  1. E (T (G ))  1. (n  1) .
 2
n
And if G is complete graph K n , GAt ( K n )  E (T ( K n ))   (n  1) .
2

□

Theorem 3.3. Let G be a nonempty simple graph with n vertices and m edges, then
 n
140 2  240 3  84 6
 GAt (G )   (n  1)
105
 2
Lower bound is achieved if and only if G is a path Pn and upper bound is achieved if and
only if G is a complete graph Kn.
(4n  13) 

Proof. The upper bound follows from Theorem 3.2. Now, we prove the lower bound. As
we know from vertex version of GA index, the acyclic graphs have the least vertex GA
index. Therefore, the only graph which its line graph is acyclic is path. Then, the edge GA
index has its least value for paths. In addition, paths have the minimum edges among all
nonempty simple connected graphs. Hence,

GAt (G )  GAt ( Pn )  (4n  13) 

140 2  240 3  84 6
105

□
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